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MOROCCO 1999

I n the Tafraoute area of the Anti-Atlas in southern Morocco, Les Brown,
Joe Brown, Claude Davies and friends are still making their annual

springtime visits. Despite the death of Trevor Jones who was their regular
companion on these trips, they are continuing to explore this excellent desert
mountain area where they have already done about forty new routes.

As elsewhere in Morocco, the French have also been active here. The
quality of the rock is excellent, with granite boulders up to 50 metres high
surrounding the town and quartzite faces up to 500 metres high on the
nearby Jebel el Kesht. Route grades vary from 4 upwards, mostly 5 and 6.
The area is also popular for trekking, the ascent of Jebel el Kesht (2359m)
being possible in a day. Early spring and autumn are the best seasons.

Tony Howard, who first climbed in this area in the winter of 1962-3,
returned with Di Taylor and added a couple of short climbs here in Jan
2000. They were in Morocco with Mick Shaw on a voluntary project for
the RSPB and the Moroccan National Parks Authority, fixing decoy birds
and cleaning ledges on a seventy five metre totally overhanging cliff of sand
(strange, but true!) on Morocco's Atlantic coast. It is hoped to encourage
breeding of the critically endangered Northern Bald Ibis of which there are
only sixty breeding pairs left in the wild.

The climbers were rewarded one evening by seeing over 90 ibis coming
in to roost on a nearby cliff, whilst a whale spouted just off shore, as it
made its way northwards escorted by a flock of wheeling gulls.

OMAN AND THE EMIRATES 1999

Since publication of Alec McDonald's Guide to Rock Climbing in Oman,
activity has been increasing in the spectacular mountains of this particularly
beautiful region of the Arabian Peninsula.

Geoff Hornby and friends have been busy in the Western Rajar (SW of
Muscat), especially on and around Jebel Misht which not only has the
biggest face (approx 1000m) but also the best rock. E of Misht they climbed
the S Pillar of Jebel Namuash, 350m TO. On Misht itself they climbed a
couple of routes (both 500m DID Sup) near Mike Searle's two climbs on
the L side of the main face. Further right, between The Nose and Jerry
Hadwin's Southern Groove, they added a 900m TD Sup, and right again,
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800m past Howard and McDonald's SE Pillar they put up Al JiI Wall, 350m
TD. Not too far away to the S and visible from the approach road they also
added a 750m TD on Jebel Khawr. Busy lads! But not so busy as John
Gregory, Bill Wheeler et al from the Emirates who have been extremely
active with some Swiss climbers adding about 300 routes in the Wadi Bib/
Louab area on the border of Omani Musandam. The routes include many
lines between 300 and 450m and 'a ceaseless tide of single pitch routes'.
Some excellent long features remain, but the routes to date should be in a
new guide due out by 2003. (Info G Hornby, also see OTE 90 for further
info on climbing in the Emirates.) Jerry Hadwin's guide, the superb Trekking
in Oman, should also be published soon (May 2002). Following considerably
more development, including routes by the indefatigable Precht and
Haupolter, Geoff Hornby has offered to provide photocopied notes to New
Routes In Oman in return for a contribution to a charity of his choice. Contact
Geoff atgeoflhornby@yahoo.co.uk.

JORDAN 1999

Life is still hectic in Wadi Rum, which is now so well established on the
world-climbing scene that the Campsite, Rest House and nearby 'Bedouin
Cafe' all have a very convivial international atmosphere redolent of Schnell's
Field or Camp Four. Up in the mountains, Rum regulars Colonna,
Domenech and Gardien made the first foray onto Jebel Qattar (W of
Khazali) discovering three routes of around 240m with grades varying from
F5 to F6c. As is preferred in Rum the team used natural pro wherever
possible but placed some bolts in the compact sections. They also discovered
other new climbs in the beautiful desert area further south, where small
domes predominate, between Jebel Maghrar and Jebel Suweibit and in
another of their favourite places, the superb concealed canyon at the W
end of Abu Iglakhat, where they completed their crackline project at F7b.

Geoff Hornby and friends were also active again out to the east, around
Urn Tawagi and Jebel Arashrasha whilst back in the main valley some
short routes were added by Howard and Taylor. Further down the valley,
Arnaud Petit and Damien Jeandenand added I'Ame est Amorphe, Ose! up
the complex purple 'melting mushrooms' of the W wall of Draif at Muragh
'direct and excellent', fmishing up the Precht, Haupolter route Never say
Never (ED+) with pitches from F6a to F7a. Precht and Brochmeyer were in
the valley again, adding two 300m lines on the N face of Jebel um Ejil, at
UIAA VI- and VII, also a VI on the opposite wall of the canyon, up the
S face of Kharazeh. In the next canyon N, they climbed the 500m Weather
line which they said was 'one of our best new routes in Rum' with a UIAA
7+ crux. Next to it they added the 'wildromtische route' of Rund un die
welte at V+.
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Other climbers were also very active in the area, adding new lines and
making repeats of the now well-established classics, and considerable info
can be found in High 206. This also records the latest climbing accident
which happened during the rescue of two British climbers following their
ascent of the 200m Remy route of Salim Musa on the W face of Jebel um
Ejil. Originally climbed in three hours with a thirteen-year-old Bedouin,
like many Remy routes the time is fast. Despite the warning to this effect in
the guide, the British climbers chose it as one of their first routes and were
benighted on the descent, on which they lost their way. Fortunately a
Bedouin guide spotted them in the morning and came to the rescue with
more locals and a couple of Brits. Whilst lowering the climbers down, there
was a fall due to loose rock but an ambulance had already been called and
the injured climber was taken to Aqaba hospital one hour away. I mention
the accident to outline the main sources of problems in Rum: not allowing
sufficient time for ascents despite warnings in the guide. Underestimating
the time-consuming difficulties of route-finding on unfamiliar rock.
Underestimating the complex terrain covered in many descents where
people regularly get lost. Not allowing for the often fragile nature of the
sandstone.

With regard to the 'politics' of Rum, the future of the area is now
theoretically safe-guarded as a 'Special Regulations Area' (National Park)
under the control of the RSCN (Jordan's Royal Society for the Conservation
of Nature). We (the author and Di Taylor) are fairly closely involved and
are supporting the local Bedouin in their efforts to play a major role. At the
request of the RSCN, we have supplied them with as much information as
possible on all areas used by climbers, the access routes needed for approach
and descent and environmental issues such as wild-camping, fixed
equipment and climbers' impact (or otherwise) on nesting birds and wild
life. Consequently, we hope that any forthcoming Park Regulations will
not incorporate restrictions for climbers unless there are valid reasons.

Elsewhere in Jordan, HM Queen Noar (who is Patron of the RSCN and
the World Conservation Union, IUCN, as well as Hon President of Bird
Life International) continued to take an active interest in our activities
(having previously sponsored our guide to Jordan - Walks, Treks, Caves, Climbs
& Canyons). This enabled us to explore further into the magnificent Hidan
Gorge in the RSCN Mujib Reserve, as well as to make other interesting
finds like the cave of Araq el Wahaj in one of three newly discovered
limestone cliffs (all about 20m high) near Ajlun in N Jordan.

The whole of Jordan is now well established as pre-eminent in the Middle
East for mountain and adventure activities. Even so, there are obviously
more caving, canyoning, trekking and climbing routes to be found above
the Dead Sea and in the north as well as trekking and climbing further
south in the mountains beyond Petra and, of course, in Rum.
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JORDAN 2000

An important first ascent in Rum is the solution to the long outstanding
challenge of the 400m South East Face of North Nassrani at ED Sup, La
Guerre Sainte by Guy Albert, Phillipe Batoux, Herve Bouvard, Alon Hod,
Arnaud Petit and Benoit Robert in November 2000. 'A typical sports climb
of the desert, bold despite the bolts'. Fr7b+ max, 6c necessary (easiest pitches
6b). Al Came (UK) and young Bedouin guide Atieeq Auda made an on
sight second ascent of the lower half of the route (the first 6 pitches) including
the 7b+ crux at Christmas 2000 - a pretty good effort for a local lad!
Personally, I don't like the slowly increasing proliferation of bolted routes
in Rum, but that's another matter!

Finally there was another bad accident in Rum, in November 2000,
involving a climber who fell down the approach to Rum Doodle whilst on
the descent. The accident report, which we received, stated that 'the Bedouin
who came to the rescue were excellent climbers, friendly and sympathetic'.
Sadly the Bedouin request for helicopter assistance seemed to be ignored
by local officials so on their own initiative they resorted to other contacts
outside Rum to get the necessary assistance. When the helicopter arrived it
was unable to access the accident site, so the people in it lowered the injured
man (who had a back injury) hand over hand down the cliff, to the helicopter
at great risk to both the injured man and the rescuers. Though the rescuers
were extremely willing, they had no equipment and no idea of safety or
possible further injury to the patient. It is obvious that both training and
equipment are urgently necessary in Rum, and we have drawn the matter
yet again to the attention of the authorities. I mention this as a warning to
future visitors to Rum who should climb with this in mind!

RETURN TO EGYPT'S FORGOTTEN MOUNTAINS 2001

In 1996, Di Taylor and Tony Howard made an initial brief visit to the Red
Sea Mountains of Egypt to locate and climb peaks discovered by G W
Murray, an Alpine Club member and Egyptian Desert Survey Director in
the early 1900s. Their researches also revealed that Italian climber Emilio
Comici had climbed there in 1937. A report on their discoveries was pub
lished in the Alpine Journal in 1997.

Unfortunately, Howard and Taylor's original attempted exploration of
the area with Mick Shaw was doomed to little more than a flying visit. On
their arrival in Cairo, they were informed by their sponsors that the planned
five weeks' trip had been inexplicably cut to one week - not long for a
range of mountains stretching one thousand kilometres from Suez to Sudan.
Having made a dash for the far south they were then told by the military in
Berenice that their permits were unacceptable, so the remaining few days
were spent further north in the mountains behind Hurghada, where both
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Murray and Comici had climbed. Following their discoveries, a group of
Italian climbers also visited the northern peaks in autumn 2000, making
some first ascents 'in homage to Comici'.

Last year, in March 2001, Howard and Taylor decided to try once more
to reach the forbidden far south, this time with AC members Mark Carr
and Christine Evans. The objectives were Murray's granite dome of Gebel
Sila'i (Baldhead) 'as sheer and smooth and unclimbable as the Hill ofGlass';
the 'preposterous flying buttress' of Gebel Farayid 'which seemed to sway
in the throb in the wind'; and the granite spire of the Berenice Bodkin
'rising on the Tropic of Cancer ... sharper and more vertical than the
Aiguille du Geant' which Murray 'left alone in its austerity'.

Having had assurances that the previous fiasco would not reoccur, they
made arrangements with a different Egyptian agent for a 17-day trip.
However, on the day prior to their departure they were informed first that
the permits were unobtainable. Then, after a flurry of emails, there was
still a chance but it would take a few more days. A re-enactment of the
1996 disaster seemed on the cards. After a frustrating few days in Egypt,
the permits were eventually released, this time reducing the days from 17
to 10. The team also had to take a soldier as escort 'for security' before
finally making it into the desert. Two vehicles were compulsory for the
journey into the remote area, which is 800km south of Cairo, the drive
from and to the capital reducing their time in the mountains to about a
week. It's a particularly wild and beautiful desert area SOOm above sea
level, studded with large acacia trees, supporting herds of gazelle and, nearer
the coast, scattered families of sword-carrying Ababda Bedouin eking out
a traditional way of life camel-breeding and charcoal-making.

The first objective, the 'smooth and unclimbable' Gebel Sila'i (756m),
proved unexpectedly easy since Murray had failed to find the one reasonable
way up this 300m badly exfoliating granite dome. The route, which takes a
hidden line across the E Face, was named Dare me to the Desert after Murray's
inspirational book. At only Grade 2 it will be an excellent trekking peak if
the area ever opens up. From its isolated summit there are magnificent
panoramic views in all directions. A black basalt intrusion may offer a
possible 'direct route' on the S Face, but even that appeared to be loose.

Down on the coast, the Rock Bridge of the Farayids was truly spectacular,
a SOm flying buttress of bizarre shape and proportions 'like a tea cup handle',
as Murray described it. The team did a 2S0m route up the crag, climbing
through the arch to the summit, extracting the maximum enjoyment from
this most unusual piece of rock architecture. The temperature on the top in
mid March was 33°C. The climb, A Bridge Too Far, was straightforward at
English Grade 4 but, as on Sila'i, the granite was disturbingly creaky which
added to the interest. During the descent through a valley of white sand
and polished granite boulders, the temperature rose to 40°C. Unexpectedly,
huge logs, jammed in the boulders at the valley mouth, indicated violent
flash floods rushing through these dry peaks.
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Elsewhere in the massif of The Farayids,1366m, known as Mons
Pentadactylus, or Five Finger Mountain' to the Romans, there are numerous
other impressive peaks with cliffs up to 300m. Situated on the Tropic of
Cancer, the Berenice Bodkin,123Om, also known as the Dagger of Berenice,
is one of them but the team only had time to find the way in to its base for
future reference. It's definitely climbable from the NE and its steep ISOm
upper cliff may be of better rock. On its north side, an expanse of slabs
sweeps up vertically to the summit, offering the possibility of a 300m climb.
Two valleys north of the Bodkin, the steep cliffs on the S Face of Purdy's
Peak looked even more impressive. Many other peaks in the area including
Twin Peak, which is north of Gebel Farayid, presented obvious challenges.
Whether or not any of their cliffs are climbable by a sane person is another
matter. The only way to find out is to get on them.

Despite its brevity, the team had a fascinating trip, experiencing not only
the joys of exploration and the ascent of new climbs but also, and equally
importantly, spending a little time with the Bedouin who are still living a
traditional life four days' camel ride~from the coast. However, changes are
inevitable. A new international airport is under construction about ISOkm
to the north, near Mersa Allam. New Red Sea coastal resorts for divers and
sun-seekers are rapidly spreading south towards the mountain area. No
doubt permits will be relaxed and the solitude of the desert, its mountains,
wildlife and people, will be faced with the arrival of mass-tourism as visitors
escape the coast for desert safaris. It could spell the end for the people and
wildlife, though with forethought and consideration it could also be an
opportunity for a new beginning. It will certainly allow the climbing and
trekking community easier access. The team are hopeful that their report
to those concerned with Egypt's tourism and environment will contribute
to protecting the future of this unique area and its indigenous people.

Further reading: G W Murray, Dare me to the Desert. George AlIen &
Unwin, 1967. The author would like to thank HarperCollins for permission
to quote from this book. Also see numerous articles by Murray in the Alpine
Journal and the author's report on The Middle East and North Africa in
the 1997 Journal as well as articles in High, 1996 and 2001, and Adventure
Travel, 2001.

Maps Murray's 1: 100,000 maps from the 1930s were obtained from the
RGS and still seem to be the best available despite intriguing areas marked
'Unsurveyed'

Travel The two Egyptian Travel Agents involved with the above expedition
would both be pleased to quote anyone interested in visiting the area, or
any other mountain area in Egypt such as Sinai or Gilf Kebir.
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These are: Tamer el Sayed, Nomad Adventure Tours, 155 AI Sudan Street,
Mohandessin, Cairo, email: nomad@sitrave1.com.eg; and Hany Amr
Abdullah, Egyptian Adventures, 58 Abdullah abu el-sude St, 1163
Heliopolis, Cairo, email: hanymar@hotmail.com. Allow at least one month
to obtain permits.

JORDAN 2002 UPDATE

Spring 2002. Development in Rum is slowing though Precht & Brochmeyer
are still adding big new lines and did a major 4-day traverse of the S half of
the Um Isbrin massif mostly via their own Extreme routes. Across the
valley on Jebel Rum, Gilles Rappeneau (another regular Rum climber)
together with Aspirant Bedouin Guide Talal Awad finally solved an 18
year mystery by finding the old Bedouin way across the Great Siq. This
enabled them to do a one day S-N traverse of the mountain at Grade 4+,
rope-free in true Bedouin style. Gilles and Talal also earlier found the old
Bedouin way across Jebel Um

Ishrin by Mohammed Musa's Route, avoiding the abseils and once again
rope-free. Way down south, Tony Howard and Di Taylor crossed into Saudi
whilst exploring remote mountains - fortunately no-one was around at the
time!

In addition to Talal Awad, other Bedouin are also starting to climb
modem routes and to guide. A full list will be posted on the author's website
(www.nomadstravel). Amongst the new climbers is Mohammad Hammad
a 13 year old leading Fr 5+/6a. He is a son of Hammad Hamdan and
grandson of Sheikh Hamdan whose climbs on Jebel Rum are famous and
combine to make a classic traverse of the mountain. Mohammad is keen to
accompany visiting climbers to gain experience.

The lack of trained rescue teams and facilities (see above notes, Jordan
2000) has now been taken up by the governing Aqaba Authority (ASEZA)
and we are hopeful of a positive outcome, though it may involve payment
for helicopter rescue. The author and Di Taylor and other regular local
climbers and trekkers are actively supporting the local people in their efforts
to retain control of their destiny now the area is a National Park - they are
also concerned that large areas of Rum could be closed to climbing, though
RSCN assure them otherwise. The Bedouin themselves feel they are being
marginalised by the World Bank funded project and that their traditional
rights may be threatened. They have been lobbying all concerned including
a member of Jordan's royal family.

For updates in action, see
http://www.nomadstrave1.co.uk
http://www.geocities.com/wadirumforum/
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Anyone concerned about the future of climbing in Rum, or that the
indigenous people should not be marginalised should write to:

RSCN, PO Box 6354, Amman 11183, Jordan.
Email: rscn@nets.com.jo

Dr Bilal Bashir, ASEZA, PO Box 2565, Aqaba 77110, Jordan.
Emai1: aseza-env@nic.net.jo

And copy to the author at tony@n-o-m-a-d-s.demon.co.uk
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